
THE OUTSIDERS RESEARCH PAPER

Thesis: The Outsiders by S.E. Hinton, a novel which tells the story of conflict between the "greasers" and the "Socs,"
captures the voice of ponyboy and his friends in a realistic way that relates to boys and their gangs even today. There is
so much realism in The Outsiders that is.

People only cherish things that they have earned by hard working. Professional writers and researchers
Sources and citation are provided 3 hour delivery. The Greasers live on the East and poorer side of town; the
Socs, short for Socials, live on the West and more affluent side of town Hinton wrote the novel in her teen
years and mainly targeted it toward young adult readers. They turns to that the Bob is the same boy who beat
Johnny up. Ponyboy is a greaser, and he is proud of that. A person not belonging to a particular group, set,
party, etc. They both live in the city of Tulsa, one group on the Northside and one on the Southside. There are
3 groups: true, working, and uncertain Daly  It examines the life of a recently orphaned young man born into
poverty confronted with the prejudices that he could not change. Though it takes tremendous amounts of hard
work, the end result is worth it. The first element of literature is characterization Daly believes that Hinton
believed she was writing from realism but really that is not what realism was like in those days. Howard 
Mostly she liked to write about boys, she wrote about gangs. At first, nothing in the world could seem more
difficult and scary. My copy of The Outsiders was published in , but the original was first published in , both
by Viking Penguin. He is always willing to fight against a gang of socs for the sake of greasers. Besides the
conflicts between the greasers and the conflicts between the Socs there were also conflicts between the two
gangs. Hinton  Tough meaning the same as rough and tuff meaning cool or sharp. The novel is set in in Tulsa,
Oklahoma. While J. Hinton's The Outsiders make it possible for the reader to develop differing interpretations
of the novel. There is so much realism in The Outsiders that is why this book is so appealing to the younger
generation. In The Outsiders Greasers had this tough appeal. The gangs are like families they have a blood
brother bond. Are you experiencing academic anxiety? One night, Ponyboy and Friendship in S. Thesis: The
Outsiders by S.


